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What is Interdisciplinary Research?

American National Academies of Science (2005)
“…a mode of research by teams or individuals that integrates 
information, data, techniques, tools, perspectives, concepts, and/or 
theories from two or more disciplines or bodies of specialized 
knowledge to advance a fundamental understanding or to solve 
problems whose solutions are beyond the scope of a single discipline”



Data: ID Research Groups

CIFAR MacArthur SFI

Successful Societies Aging Society Urban Growth and Social 
Dynamics

Social Interactions, Identity 
and Well-being 

Adolescent Development 
and Juvenile Justice

Geochemical Origins of Life

Genetic Networks Early experience and brain 
development 

Complexity of the Gene 
Concept 



Data collection

• Internet searches
• Publications
• Observations (5)
• Questionnaires  (N=45)
• Semi-structured interviews (N=55)



Our Approach
Analytical Framework: Multiple Dimensions
Shared Socio-Emotional-Cognitive (SSEC) Platform
Question
How do participants define successful interdisciplinary 
collaboration? How do they define the conditions for 
productive ID collaborations?
Data and Methods
Nine cases from CIFAR, MacArthur and SFI

q60 in-depth interviews & 45 questionnaires (Systematic 
Content Analysis) 

qobservation
qanalysis of resulting work



SSEC Platform
A collectively constructed space in which 
individuals engage socially, emotionally, 
and cognitively to examine a relatively 

common problem of study and advance 
knowledge through ID exchange. 

ID collaboration is facilitated through 
three domains – intellectual, interactive 

and institutional.







Definitions of “Success”

Intellectual: Collective intellectual excitement, mutual learning, 
originality, generativity
Interactive: growing deliberation and learning capacity, 
meaningful relationships, joy of working together
Institutional: External impact (e.g., academic, policy), 
publication, further collaboration



Intellectual Domain: 
“absorbing question”

Problem Framing:
• Dynamic, collective processes
• Optimally ambiguous
• Intellectual excitement (“flow” “passionate 

thought” “cognitive emotions”)
Keys to productive integration
• Intellectual excitement
• Right people: expertise, discipline, openness
• Pleasant group dynamics: trust, comfort, group identity

ß Significance of the Social and the Emotional



Mid-discussion Y stands up and draws his gene theory 
on the board… “What kind of entity do we want the 
gene to be? Biological material? A code? A function? 
An evolutionary outcome?...” Concentration is intense… 
X stands up. He grabs the marker to explain the 
translational function of genes. He adds to the graph as 
do two more participants anxiously seeking a turn with 
the marker… No time to waste in this intellectual 
climax… New parameter for integration is set and ideas 
continue to flow with every edition to the graph. The 
graph has in minutes become a colorful map of 
negotiated thought. Cutting through the heated 
exchange, X hands me a folded napkin. It reads “THIS is 
a perfect SFI moment.”



Interactional Domain:
“people you want to dwell with”

“Success”: Growing capacity for deliberation & learning;
Meaningful relationships; Joy of working together

• Right people: personal disposition
• Effective leadership
• Shared intellectual passion
• Bonding and collective identity over time
• Emerging working styles: collegiality, trust, respect
• Management of self



“The thing that made it succeed in the end was the real 
commitment we made that we were going to try to do this and 
work on it together and really try to understand each other. I 
often liken it to a marriage. That‘s a real commitment! You love 
them, you hate them, they drive you absolutely up the wall. They 
do things that piss you off but they also do some of the most 
wonderful things, you know.”



Institutional Domain
CIFAR MacArthur SFI

Missions and 
Expectations

Big exploratory 
questions. 
Knowledge for its 
own sake. Fostering 
Canadian research.

Big questions, but 
more emphasis on 
practical implication 
(e.g., policy). 

Search of innovative 
concepts & methods 
to solve new 
problems in complex 
systems.

Resources: sources, 
modes of funding

Public and private.
Funds members for 
5 years. Also covers 
meetings, outside 
research.  Renewal 
possible.

Private. Funds 
networks for 
meetings and 
research. Multiple 
years and renewal 
possible.

Private and public. 
Funds full-time 
faculty, who initiate 
ID collaborations. 
Quick, flexible and 
small funding.

Management Styles Closely involved in 
setting up networks. 
Then close, but 
hands off approach.

Closely involved in 
“test drive” phase 
(1-1.5 yrs). Hands 
off, w/ monitoring 
via network chairs. 

“Scientific venture 
capital”: Less 
managed. Quick 
review of each event
as an investment.



Markers of “Success”
CIFAR MacArthur SFI

INTELLECTUAL

Collective excitement XXX XXX XXX

Mutual learning XXX XXX X

Generativity X XX XX

Integrative leverage XX X X

INTERACTIVE

Growing capacity for exchange XXX XX

Meaningful relationships XX XX

Joy of working together XX X X

INSTITUTIONAL

Product/output XX XXX

Impact on policy, practice, 
research

X XXX



Conditions for Success 
CIFAR MacArthur SFI

INTELLECTUAL

Member selection: intellectual XX XXX XX

Productive problem framing XX XXX XXX

Clear collective mission & 
commitment XX XXX XXX

INTERACTIVE

Member selection: personal XX XXX

Feeling of trust, respect, wellness XXX XXX

Climate of openness & conviviality X XXX X

Effective leadership XX XXX

INSTITUTIONAL

Investment in big questions XX XXX

Productive management styles XX XX

Time together XX X

Open-ended “outcome” XX



Conclusion
• The concept of SSEC platforms allows us to 

address multiple dimensions of ID 
collaboration that are mutually constitutive. 

• SSEC platforms highlight the significance of 
emotions, identity, and management of self.

Next Steps
• To identify patterns among networks, across 

disciplines, and across time.


